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The concept of mentoring is not a'new one,. The idea of a newcomer entering a career%under the guidance or tutelage of an expert
the field has been
going on for'centuries, The importance placed 'upon early apprenticeship training.in many professions illustraqs the significance of a person with expertise
to the education and career developmentof,a novice. In Hoper's Odyssey,
Mentor was the tutor to-whom Odysseus entrusted his son, Telemachus: Actually,
though, .Mentor' was a disguise the goddess Athena Assumed to enable her to help,
and advise the boy.
The importance 'of having someone to-counsel and guide one
in a career has been the topic of much researqh and deliberatiop since the mid19743's (Clawson:1979).
Levinson writes in The Seasons of a Man's Life, "The mentor relationsliip
is one of the most developmentally important relationsHips a person can have in
early adu)thood." He tites some of the funCtions that mentors 'perform.

The mentor may actls a teacher to enhance the young man!s'
skills and.intellectual development.
As a sponsor, he pay
use his influence to promote the young man's entry and advancement. He may be a ho5t and guide,,welcoming the inifiate into a new occupatlotiar and social world and acir
quainting him with its values, customs, resources, and
characters: Througn his own virtues, achievements, and
way of life,,the mentor may be an exemplarthat the.young
man can admire and emulate. He may provide counsel arid

s

moral support in times of ,stress (Levinson:1974).

Schmidt and Wolfe have pointed out that becoming a mentor benefits not only the mentor and the prOtege, but serves the various,professions'as well% .The
ftofesOons benefit from the passing on of relevant skills and values. Erikson's stage of ugeneratiyity vs. stagnation" is'significant in this context.
In choosing generativity over stagnation, the mentor takes responsibility by
caring for other adults and attempting to foster their growth and development.
While the, mentor relationship may be crucial 'in triggering and working through
this stage, successful resolution in the generativity vs. stagnation stage Pay,
also increase the probability of a positive outcome in Erikson's last stage,
integrity vs. despair. 'As society becomes increasingly older, the fulfillment
and satis ction of the older generation are becoming correspondingly greater
concerns.
entorship is one way in whiCh older workers may realize the signifiqance Of thr lives and professional contributions (SahMpt and Wolfe:1980).
The influence of mentors on career, development has been the subject of recent articles.
Bolton has Ated that -it is generally agreed that the presence.
or absence of appropriateHmodels influences the development of tHe individuals
in their chosen careers.
The absence of mentors in the career development of
.

men and women has been documented. She has suggested that the absence
of this
kind.of experientia3 learning is perhaps one of: the reasons that females seldom progress beyond entry level in mid-Management positions
in organizational
settings (Bolton:1980).
Considering the literature in the area, it.would seem that there
might be
agreement on a definition of mentoring.
Unfortunately this s not true. Ta-.
ble rWas developed to give some insight into the definitions 'currently
being
used to describe a mentor.
It indicates the qualities that various theorists
see as being important in the establishment and development of the
mentor relationship.
According to Phillips-Jones mentors can assume different roles in
proThese roles are classified as:

tege's 11)ves and careers.

1. -Traditional mentors.
These "classic" mentOrs ate usually older bgsses, although they can also be teachers, producers or even family members
who serve as protectors and parent figures for their
proteges. They play
a very supportive role, nurturing their proteges for a long period of

time.

2.

SuppOrtive bosses.
The Most common type of modern-day career mentor
is the supportive bo'ss. Almost all successful people
have had at least
one or two such persons in their life.
This mentor will usually be

your
immediate boss, but it's a rocie that can be played by anyone in a direct
supervisory position over you, such as a teacher, coach
or director.

3.
Organization sponsors. The organization sponsor,is the man or woman
who, unlike the typical supportive boss, has reached the
top echelon of
management.
In that position of power,ile or she'has'a major say in deciding if you'll be"among the chosen few promoted to. these coveted
ranks.
Most presidents of the giant U.S. corporations have had this type of
;

sponsor in their. lives.

4.

Professional career mentors.
hire.to improve your career%

'These are the people you can go out and

5.

Patrons. Patrons are the people Rho
use their money or other material clout-and often their standing iR the community-to
launch you on your
way.

L.
Invisible godparent.
Invisible godparents are pc/01)1e who directly
help you reach your career goals withoO:your knowing it '(Phillips-Jones:
1982).

.

She points out that these roles can change. for.exaOple,
your supervisdr may
begin as a supportive boss and later blossom into a ful1.41edged
traditional
mentor. ShouTd yoU eventually Teave
to..start your own project, this same mentor could.offer to be your patron. In a business world where sudden
moves and
changing job titles are a reflection of one's outward career
success, it is
extremely important to understand these definitions(Phillips-Jones:1982).
As
we can see.the relationship is highly complex evolving in
some.cases formally
and-in others informally, involvin4 just the
career aspect of one's life and
in others the whole life.
.

j

.

TABLE i

A PROFILE OF A 11ENTOR
1.

2.
,

One of relatively high organizational status who by mutual consent takes,an
active interest in the ca,reer development of another person. (Clawson: 1980)
A guide.who supparts the person's dream and helps put it into effect in the
.
(Sheeny, 1974)

world.

.

.

.
.
.

3.

,

'One defined not in terms of the formal role but in terms of the character of
the'relationship and the function it,serves. A mentor's primary function is
to be a transitional figure.one who fosters the young person's. development,
a mixture of parent and peer.
(Levenion,. 19,75)'
.

.

' 4.

5.

,

.s

A non-parental career role model who actively provides guidance; support and
tipportunIties for the protege.
Ad function of a mentor consists of role
model, consultant/advisor and sponsor.
(SheenY,1974)
.

A person who personal'zes the modeling influences for the protege by a direct
involVement not nece g arily implied by a role model. Thus, in addition to
being a role model, t e mentor acts as a guide) a tutor qr coach, and a con,
fidant.' (Bolton, 1980)
.
.

o

.

6.

,

One who possesses genuine generosity:compassion and concern.
in the best Rogerian sense, having feelings as Well as ideat:

They fisten
(Woodlands

Group, 1980).
7.

One who is_receptive to.looking objectively at accomplishments and giving encouragement,,and also running interference for proteges being groomed for
higher level jobs.
(Thompon, 1976)
%
.

8..

9,

10.

A mentor may act as a host and guide welcoming the initiate into a new oc- ;
cupational and social world and acquaintiRg the protege with its values, customs, resburces and'cast of characters.
(Levinson 1975)
'A mentor is a person who Shares "the dream" - not necessarily a consCiously
formulated career goal but rather a dherished perception of Self (ego ideal).
(Missirian:
1982)

Menters are influential people.who significantly ,help you reach your Major
life goals.
They have the power - through who or what they knaw - to promote your welfare, training Or career.. (Phillips Jones:
1982)

4

As,in any relationship there is an element of r-isk involved. Levinson
notes that "There is plenty .of room for exploitation, undercutting, envy,
smothering and appressive control on rile part of the mentor and for greedy de-

mending Canging admiration, self-denying gratitude, and arrogant ingratitude
.on, the part'of the recipient" (Levinson:1976).
There is also a trenendous opportuflity for personal and professional growth for both.the mentor and the
protege.
Rogers (1958) notes:
"The degree to which I can create relationShips which facilitate the gi'owth of others as separate persons is a measure
of the growth I have achieved myself."

Purpose for the Study
The. purpose for the studY cOnducted at'the University of New Mexj9 was to
determine what kinds of things proteges learned from their mentors.
It was
based on O'Neil'sh(1981) theory that pdstulates six general stages through
.

.hich a mentohng relationship moves:

TABLE .2

DEVELOPMENTAL 5TAGE520E MENTORING
1

Entry

2

Mutual'

Building
of Trust

3

Risk
Taking

4
k

Teadhing

5

.Professional
Standards

Dissolution

In a previous studY (Bova, Phillips, 1982) the entry component of this
model was investigated. Answers for the following questions
were sought:
1.

At what stage of life do most adults who have mentors acquitze them?,

2.

How did the subjects in this study acquire their mentors?*

3, Whast is 'the best way to acquire a wntor?
4.

Under what circumstances did our subjects bec6me mentors?

The results revealed that of the 73 males sampled, 67 indicated that they, are/
v(ere.proteges. ,F6rty of them said that they became proteges during the Enteri'ng Early Adulithood phase of the life cycle.
Levinson has indicated that one

of thp developmental tasks of this stage-is to seek out a mentor. Fifteen
males indicated that they sought out their mentOr during the Mid-Life TransiMon., This could be the result of a career change during this time (See Table
3).
7.

TABLE '3

PERIOD OF THE LIFE CYCLE WHERE MENTK WERE ENCOUNTERED

Phase of the Adul t Li fe Cycle
1

2

Males

7

40

Femal es

6

44

3

4

5

5

15

6

30

Phase of the Aduli,Life.Cy.cle,

1 - Early Adult Transition
2 - Entering Early Adul thood
3 - Age Thirty.Transi don
4

Settl ing Down° Period

5 - Nid-LIfe Transition

6 - Entering Middle Adulthood

The proteges sampledvfelt that the ways, they acquired their mentor;s are the
best ways to acquire a mentor. Same of, .the prominent reasons given were:

- Ask questions and listen carefully.
2 - Volunteer to work with those whetake time with you.
- If you are really interested in.learning you ask queslions.
1

4 - Stay open to people who can .help you.
5 - Through networking efforts, for women in particular.
6 - Express a desire for One.
Ask for advice and guidelines;
8. - Seek them* out and approach theni directly.
9 - By demonstrating enthusiasm and commitment in mentor's occupational

field.

10 - Be open; look; ask questions.
p *- Be excited aboutyour work.
12 - Show initiative and willingness to be heliied.
t.13 - Folk* your instincts; keep:looking, keep 'learning.
14 - Don't assume people think you want to advance in your career, it needs
to be made ,known.

The circumstances that surrounded becoming a mentor, for the subjects in

the study, were the following:

1 - Many became mentors after staaing out as trainers in industry.
2
Some stIrted mentoring after being promoted to upper management.

'3,- Many of the women became mentors -thrbugh networking efforts.
.4 - Others stated that attraction for eommon career and personal..growth
interests brought them into contact with their proteges,
5 7 Many of the women sampled,statedthat as a woman in management'it was
a natural occurrence.

It was decided to pursue the topic further by investigating the teachinglearning aspect of mentoring. This study investigated what proteges learned
from their mentors and how they learned it.
The.Subjects
The subjects for the study were 247 men and women in professional associations and graduate programs. There were women and men. The ages of the subjects in the study ranged from 19/to 52. All subjects'were either: .1) working in a professional job; 2) in the process of obtdining.a 'graduate degree to
continue in a specific profession; or'3) obtaining a.degree in order to change
professions or enhance an existing brie.
Methc:d

The 247 participant were administerbd a questionnaire in order to ascertain answers to the questions concerning méntoring. This was after they Were
giyen a definition of mentoriog (See Appendix I). The definition of mentoring
used Was:
Aentors are those who practice most of the.following princples:
1)

):ry tro5understand, shape and encoui.age the dreams of their proteges;

2)

Often.give their blessing on the dreams and.goalS of their proteges;

3)

Provide opportunities for their proteges to observe and participate
in their,work by inviting their proteges to work with them;

'4)

Teach their proteges the politics of "getting ahead" in the organizatIon.

A mentor is usually a person of high organizational4'or specific career sta-,
tas who by mutual consent takes an active interest in the career development of anotlier person,

It was appropriate to explain the mentoring relationskip to the sulyjects because the literature states that most professionals have mentors but many do
not know what is meant by the.term mentor.
During the process of conducting .tlie study, five pairs of mentor-proteges
and two proteges w4e interviewed for an hour each. They consisted of:

iemale mentor - male protege
. female mentor.- female protege
male mentor
male protege
tom male mentors - two female 9roteges
one female protege
pne malepprotege

These mentors and jproteges were from academic and bu:siness settings: This was"
dohe in circler to better 'investigate the reasons why these people here attracted
to each other as well as look at what the protege's learned from their mentors.
This was also done in order to generate questions and hypotheses for.investigation in future studies.

Findings'

The findings from the sunvey suggest that proteges
from their mentors:

learned tha following

1.

The development Of risk-taking skills

2.

Communication skills

3.

How to survive in the organization

4.

Skills of their profestions

5.

Respect for people

6.

Setting very high standards for myself and not compromising them

7.

How to be a good 1-istener

6.

How to get along yith people - all kinds

9. 'Leadership qualities
10.

What it meansto be a professional

These findings about learning can be classified into four categories: Risk-.
Taking Behaviors, Comunication Skills, Political Skill's and Specific Skills
(related to their professions).
Risk-Taking Behaviors. This was especially difficult for some ofthe proteges who were used to playing it "safe" for most,of their lives and basically
being rewarded foil that behavior. However, once they entered the work world
they discovered that'people who succeed are people who are willing to take
risks.
One of the respondents said,
.

.

I was so scared I would make a mistake and then what
.but my mentor assured me that even if I did manage to make
a mistake so what! How else did I expect to learn.
I
had
to venture out, take risks, develdp new strategies to handle people.
Hescreated for me an atmosphere that was conducive and encouraging to trying new ideas and in the end
I learned many new skills.
I have to admit that I still
have to take a deep breath when I strike out on a new or cuntried'venture but I wouldn'i trade 'all the security in
the world for all I've learned from mY ventures.

.

One mentor suggested that his protege "blue sky it" before goi9 into new
situations.
By this .he meant thinking about the absolutely worst thing that
could happen if the strategy about to be used flopped. Fnr the most part,the
probable consequences were not nearly as "bad as I thoughte"

One cannot develop riska.kt1Ig behaviors.dvernight.
It takes time and,
most important, someone-to encourage you to plUnge in and-try.
Commun- ation Skills.
In our interviews with both mental's and proteges
the conc*t of active listening kept coming up. We heard over and oven how
tjae-ilivntor was such a gird listener.
One protege remarked:

Whenever I needed to bounce my ideas off-someone I would
always go to him.
It was just something about him'I cbuld
always tell he was listening, he would look at me and than.iik
these great questions that would make me think through my
position even more,--"No one,ever listened to me like that
before.

Another protege mentioned that his mentor had the ability to constantiy
create-win-win situations in very important meetings.
Most of the.participants in the meetings would enter with not
.only hostile attitudes but diverse points of view. It was
incredible how they would all leave feeling satisfied.
He
was great!
I would just sit there in amazement.
I never
witnessed anyone communicating like he did.
Political Skills o the Organization: 'Knowledge about how an organiza-.
tion runs on a daily basi was something that maoy of our proteges mentioned
as being very.important in what they learned from their mentols. One of the
proteges i-emarked "my mentor knew exactly who should be on myl'dissertation
corittee. die told me to get this one particuThr person because he knows
everyone in my area in the state and could help me get a job." Another
.protege noted thA whenever he had the opportunity to move into another job
in his companyjhe would always check with his mentor and he would tell him
, who to stay away from, and who to let know
that Ilrwas interested in moving
ahead.
,

One protege told us that her mentor filled her in on "pet projects"
that many of the upper echelon executives were interested in doing. This way
she could go directly to them and.volunteer to work with them in these
projects.
This resulted in her being promoted quickly. She felt that she
definitely had the expertise in the area but would never have advanced as
quickly without the advice -from her mentor.
The skills considered important in this area were knowing who to voliniteer to work with as well as who to stay away from. Learning company values
was also stressed--always being at work earq, staying late, working weekends,
even laat to wear and what not to wear were felt to be extremely valuable in
negotiating the system.
Specific Skills. 'Many of the proteges surveyed commented that th'ir mentors taught them how to become better at.their 'proicessions by sharpening their
skills. One protege comments, "My mentor taught me how to put peory into'
practice. -fle had a great-grasp of his profession, not only how to cope with
the day-to-day things that would arise but he had a real grasp of the total
picture. .It made it easier for melo get through routine, boring work knowing
it was all part of,the Og picture." Others interviewed explained that their
mentors taught them how fo be a better - nurse-, teacher, administer, ... by

sharpening their job skills. AnOther,protege observed "patience, hard-work,,
ho.nesty and respect for people were.what I remember my megpr teaching me."
Many of the proteges surveyed indicated that they learned. how to look at a
situation from many points of view. "I learned the meaning of the.term,options.- That there yere many ways fo evaluate a situation and many ways of
dealing with problems or issues." The proteget in,this study learned the'
meaning of the term professional by observing one in action.

Conclusions
Mentoring relationships have been found to be cr.ttically important in the
developing professional and the results of this study indicate that proteges
learn many iMportant skills from their mentors. These skills are learned in
different ways (See Table.4) and,underl many different circumstances, Obe Of
the proteges'interview remarked,

During my four years.of college and.three years of graduate
I learned a great deal but it wag hot uhtil I encountered my
mentor that all of m,
book lea'alihg made sense-and came together. He was really a clarifier.
.

Levinson refers to mentoring as the essence of.adulthood. The results
of this study support that statement. Organizations need to be made aware of
the benefits of mehtoring and should encourage their senipr employees to help
cultivate the skills and talents of newcomers,. Theirewands fro= such a relationship will be berieficial to the individual and to the organization.

0

TAiLE
WHAT AND HOW PROTEGES LEARNED
Role

What Learned

How Learned

Traditional Mentor
-strict, demanding
-bonding, emotional

survive.in organization
non-career related be-

,fifilling in" for

SupportiVe Bosses or
'Mobile Superiors'

haviors. (family)

'introduction to profession
(survey of general pro-

fessionl skills)
how te-move f om organiza
tion to p ganization

Organiiation
Sponsors

Professional
Career Mentor

,tsurvive in organization
patience, ,pay attention
s; to skills & getting

role model

mentor at'meetings
listening
role model
supervised tasks
or activities
complettng assignment§
that were more and
more difficult

on own,.goOd guess,
-- intuition & insight,
then see if approved

'experpeCe

by outcome

,vodational & career

role model
rore practice

'decision-making
yisibility

Patrons

Godpareqs

not appropriate

Unsuspecting-Hero
Rol e Model s

Family Carger
Mentors

decision-making

role model.
experience

Table 4 indicates vii4t proteges interviewed said was learned -and.how it was
learned from mentors whose roles were identified by Phillips - Jones (1982).
From out:interviews none of the proteges thought that they had Patrons or Invisible Godparents as a mentor.
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APPENDIX, I

This is.d survey designed to improve our knowledge of the
mentoring relttionship.
For the purposes of this §tudy we will
defind mentors as those who practicemost of the following
principles:
1.

Try to understand, shape and'encoUrage the dreams of their

protegot'
2.

Often giVe their blessing on the,dreams and goals of 'their
proteges;

3.

Provide opportunities for their proteges to observe and
participate in their work by inviting their proteges to
work with them;

4..

Teach their proteges the politics' of "getting ahead" in
the organization.

A mentor is usu'ally.a person of high organizational or specific
career status who by mutual consent takes an active interest in the
development of another person.

MENTORING SURVEY
4

1.

Do you feel that you have/had a mentor?

Yes

No

If you have more than one mentor, tell us about
current mentor.
a you do not currently have a mentor tell us ab ut your mott'significant
mentor relationsh1p.
i
.
,

.

I

.

2;

Is your mentor,male

3.

Are you mali

'

or female

or female

.

?

?

.
,

4.

At wHat period of your career development did you encounter your mentor?
beginning (within the first 6 months)(
after 6 months,.befOre one year
after 1 year
other (specify)

.

How old were you-when.you'encountered your mentor?

5.

6.-,Birthdate:
a

month.

Day

Year 7.

7.

Is your mentor older than you?

8.

Did your mentor significantly assist your advance within your career?
Yes

9.
.

No

No

Do you feel that you would have advanced as quickly as you have in your
career without your mentor?
Yes

10.

Yes

No

How do you feel is the best way to acquire a mentor?

11.

12.

How did you get your mentor?

Are you a. mentor?'

Yes/

No

If yes, when and how did you become a mentor?
point in your career, circumstances,.etc.

13.

What did you learn from your mentor?

Please bilefly mention the

, APPENDIX II
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The author diScusses a study done at Children's Hospital in San Francisco. The
study fncluded a nurse with specialized skills on an oncology unit Who, was
the mentor'and newly griduated nurse.who was placed under her care.- FOr
comparison, andher newly graduated nurse was assigned to the unit without the
support.of a mentor. After three Months, the'new'nurse with the mentor was
progressing rapidly, while the other nurse without a mentor was discouraged
with her job. The,study also'demonstrated that additional staff was not needed,
that patient care improved.and that the attitude of the mentoring nurse
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This article presents a'conceptual analysis of the mentor relationship as an
as'pect of social learning and the Career development of women. The'first part
of.three sections-deals with the spcializing process,of modeling with emphasis
om role models and their ifipact on women's career development. Part two
discusses,the mentor relatsionship as an aspect ,pf'social learning. This
section defines and analyzes the term mentor in regard to related concepts.
The significance of mentor relationships as shown in the literature is presentei
separately as studies related to,each sex. A model is presented that depicts
the career-stages-and functional,relationship within each step. The last
section discusses some of the reasons for the present lack of mentor relationships for women in regard to the analysis presented in the first two sections.
Caliste,-Edward R. The Effect of Counseling on the liehavior of Sixth Grade
Underachievees. EDRS ED 194-823 19p, (Mary 1980)

This avticle pointed out that the child who makes himself inconspjcuous in
class, while'not disturbing.others may be missing as much as the child who
annoys peers,or who requires the use of external control.
The ,test used for assessing negative classroom behavior is DEBS (Deverux
Elementary School Behavior. Rating SCale), used so that the teacher can better
understand, describe, and communicate the behavior problems of children in
their classes, that behavior that interferes with successful academic performance.

The purpose of this study was to measure the effects of counseling elk the
behavior cif underachievers in urban public schbolS ("D" average or below)
40 students randomly selected. 20 placed in control group 20 in experimental
group.

The DEBS test appears to classify Specific nonproductive behavior for teachers
:4-1d counselors; Vidiotape, peer model and role model playing all seem to
help reduce classroom dusturbances and improved attendance.
The conclusion stating that there is a need to hire counselors at elementary
level to assist students to better understand themselves.
Collins, E.G:C.; l'Everyone who, makes it has a mentor."

Harvard Business Review.

-July/August; 1978. pp. 89-101.
Interviews with F.S. Lunding, G.L. Clements, and .0!S. Perkin's: Three generations
of chief-executives of the Jewel Teac Company of ChicagoIllinois:
Lunding. was hired into the Company in 1931. By 1942 with the help Of John
Hancock, chairman of the board froM1924-1954, Lundingirose by 1942 to the
president of the Company. He was sponsored by Hancoclq'who acted as his mentor.

Lunding in turn spotted George Clements, a young man who had worked his way
up to Office Manager.
Lunding acting in the same way Hancock had, mentored
Clements and was instrumental in his development from Vice President, in
charge of food stores, to Chief Executive.
Clements then played mentor to Donald Perkins, guiding him through the ranks
-to the top.spot.
All of these men in their interyiews discuss theinentor/mentee relationship
among one another, and how that idea, And the idea of sponsorship of younger
enployees help to make their business organization more creative and successful.
,

Cook, Mary T., "Is the Mentor Relationship ahale Experience?".
November 1979, p. 82-84.

Personnel Administrator,

:this Article discusses the needs of large businesses.
It appears that the
mentor relationships are being instituti.onalized'more commonly today.
Corporate manpower requirements will dake%mentor or sponsor relationships a
must 'for men and women who aspire to management positions.
Dewine, Sue, It al.
HEW. 1977.

Modeling and Selftdisclosure in the Class'roonj, UNM EDl4l -848

This-study analyzed ithe effect of an instructWs modeling self-disclosure
behavior on a group of his students.
This approach was Compared to the
behavior of anothee instrucAor who revealed little or no information, in a
self-discicsing way to his Students.- The outcome was thaCthe students who
had been exposed to the first instructor revealed more.information, over time,
in the following categories: attitude, opinions, tastes, interests, work, studies,
and personalities

Fitt, Lawton W.-and Newton, Derek A. "When a mentor is
a man end protege a woman."
Harvard Business Review. March/April, 1981. pp. 57-60.

Thirty female managers from twenty-seven differen't companies'in
the Northeast
and MidweSt were interviewed to help the authors asertajn
informatton'about
the experienceS of women who had.riseg in.position and
responsibility with the
help of male mentors. The mentors helped the
women
establish
credibility with
Other persont in the company,
even though fellow male workers often found the
female managers threatening because of their indliptrious
drive, talent,
-enthusiasm and hard work.
It was intersting to nOte that the 24
women in thesample, who had mentors
were on the average better paid and younger than the six
woMen who had never
had such an affiliation.

Many of thementors,gained
satisfaction from being role-models. -They enjoyed
helping talented people develop despite the fact
that a mentor takes a big
risk when he promotes a protege.

.

The risk,of sexual entanglement was also discussed and
-itWas noted that both
mentor and'protege should act professionally to guard
against this. The
authors.concluded that .there.-are Many benefits
to be gained from establishing
mentor-protege alliances.
George, Pt. and Kummerow, J, Mbitoring for Career
Women.
February 1981, pp. 44-49.

Training/HRD, Vol. 18,

Discusses the advantages and hazards DI' the mentoring
relationship. Suggests
that a mman entering a new profession or pos$tion
need-not learn the informal
network, subtleties, ahd ambiguous expectations of
the organization the hard
way. Points out the pitfaljs
of the male-female mentorship and provides insight
on how to avoid them.
DescribeS the qualities of a good mentor andof a good
protege. 'Also gives strategies for selecting a good
mentor.

Gerber, Lane A.
The Search for Clinical Role Models as a Way of Coping wit
(
Stress. Journal of Medical
Education,'54 (8): 659-61,
1979.

'

Gerber describes the third yeai. medical
clerkship as a,tiM6 of intense clinical
work and personal anxiety. The issues include
confronting,life and death, taking
increased responsibility for patient
care, struggling with questions of
profession0 adequacy and helplessness, end dealing
with loneliness.
He
believes that modeling (finding anothe. significantperson
who can be helpful
under sonditions of high stress) is an interpersonal
coping mechanism which
is useful to medical students.
He summarizes data from a questionnaire given to 80
medical students. They
were asked to describe the most
influential attending physician. The most used
terms were warm, coping, very bright, excellent clinicians,
and comfortable
and experienced with patients. Holdever, some students
characterized
their
ideal as powerful, tough, and aggressive,
strong opinions and saw things as
black or white.
Since role models are in a position to influence
attitudes
and values they must be aware fo the long-term interactions
with medical
students at a particularly vulnerable time in their
training.

Halcomb, Ruth, "Mentors and the successful woman."
Fehruary, 1980. pp. 13-18

Across the Board.

In this article successful women related their experiences with mentors.
They\ covered tuph diverse fields as painttng, writing, and anthropology.
The general-tone was that the mentors played a vital role in their
climb,to the top.
In most fnstances the women were able to i'dentify,
speciflcally, the kind of support that thetreceived,from their' mentors,
who were generally males: The idea of 'male mentoring" is put in
perspective in the opening statement.of the article, which reads,
"Whether or not a.woman needs a man, it's generally agreed-that-she
needs a mentOr."

Hawkins, Hugh, "Transatlantic Disciplesilip: .Two merican Biologistq and
their German Mentor." ISIS. Vol. 41, No..256. March, 1980. pp. 197-210.
The.article deals largely with the,influx of American students to
Germany between'1820 and 1920 and the natural development of the mentor/
mentee relatiCnshir between professocand student where they were of
equivalent scholastic backgroundi:even thoggh it.was the consensus of
rettirning American students that, with their immense prestige, German
professoi.s,tended to keep their students At a distance'and their
reception of foreign students wbuld be,highly formal,.for the roles of
master andLdisciple already shaped in Plato's Academy and the'medieval
universittes, was available for professork and students toenact. It
was further stated, however, that it was impossible to coffie'inccontact
.,with these master thinkers, glowfng with enthusiasm and absorbed in
.'their work, without becoming enthusiastic too.
A historical review is given of two American students who continued
correspondence and reunions for'a life time with their mentor, The
case is Made where Professor Ernst Ehlers of Gottingen University
received letters from one of two American proteges for 30 years and
from another for 40 years.
It'is suggested that both Americans felt
continuing obligation to the sciehtific and professitnal doctrines of
their German mentor, but that each after a fashion, Orared his
independence.
Each became a professor after eeturning to America, lived
to an advanced age, and left a considerable body of publications like
their mentor who in the words of Geroge Herbert Mead, 'had become for
them a significant other.'
Hechinger, Grace, "A New-Girl Network for Truslees,"

Change, September 1979,

p. 21-22.

Women comprise only 15 percent of the voting membership on college and
university ,governing' boards.
Education and other nonprofit spheres
have been nurturing places for women leaders.
It is shown that wdMen are
learning to identify and recruit other women.

Hepner, Marilyn M., and Eaaborg, Linda W.. Women Administrators: Careers,
Self-Perceptions,,and mentors. EDRS. March, 1979, 35 pages.

Hepner's and Faaborg's report presented aalysis and interketation of
the questions: 1) How if woric perceived. 2) What are the influences on
their careers; and,3) Plat is,their status iiithin the institution? The
research insturient, a questionnaire, was sent to 200 women (identified
as being in administraltive positions) at the University of cincinnati;
responsed to their professional needs and interests, Aboutemployment
patterns and personal professional backgrounds as a frame of reference
and to identify factors that led these women into administrative roles
in higher education and their support systems.
The general conclusion is that thes
omen are hoping for mentor systems
but encounter barriers (i.e. geogr hical mobility, marital Ttatus).
There is a difference in mentori
between academic administrators.
(mentoring significant) and non- cademic administrators. Women recognize
benefits of connections, but dcYnot knokthow to translate that knowledge
into their own career activity,,

Kahnweiler, J.B. and Johnson, P.L. A Midlife Deveopment Profile of the Returning
Woman Student. Journal of College Student Placement, Vol. 21, No.: 5,
September 1980, p. 414-419.

Discusses the resplts and expresses conclusions about a study designed
,to gain a developmental,perspective on.the midlife returning woman student.
Forty returning women students were interviewed. A focus on the future,'
ihe existence of.a cuaminating event, and aspects of the mentor relationship were found to be significant. Mentoring is dismissed under the
headiiig of the "mentär experience" where the author defines the lhentor
relationship and its significance to their particular group of wome.A.
, Mention is also made of the experience that the midlife women had with
mentorship rOles.
Kellerman, Barbara, "Mentoring in'Political Life: The Case of Willy Brandt."
The American Political Science Review. Vol. 72, No. 2. Jurt 1978.
pp. 422,33.

According to the author mentoring relationships have a qualitative
impact on the transition from early to middle adulthood, as well as on
adult life itself. The study is a case history which examines the mentor
in the early and later life of the male,adult, Willy Brendt.
He had
two mentors, Juluis Leber, a prominent Social Democrat during the
We4mar era and a legendary-member of the German resistance, and Ernst.
Reuter.
The article describes the origins, nature and tengination of
the Brandt-Leber relationship.
It is pointed out that the influence of
the mentor on the mentee transcended the period of their actual intertaction and the intensity of the relationship ensured that Brandt's selfimage as Leber's heir continued to affect both professional and Ideological
choices.

King, Virginia C. A Confluent Approach to Nursing Education, Through Group
Process
Nurse Educator Vol. III No. 3, May-June; 1978.
This ,article relates a personal account'of,the application of a combined
learn.* theory to nursing education. The theofy involves a Gestal,t
approach'to confluent education through group process. .The'theory

was effective in assisting students grow cognitively and affeWvely
by allowing them to assume the responsibility for their-own learning
through interaction with their peer.group, litbrary faCilities, and their
teacher. AThe teacher modeled behavior that Vas conducive tthe
production of self-initiated learning, shared with other stlTdents
interacting in small ptoups.
Klay, R. and Fazzini, A. Mainstreaming the Gifted: High Potential,Program.
Paper presented to the Nationsal Association of Sedondary School
?rincipals (Miami, Florida.) aanuary 1980.

This paper details how a junior high school in Ohio (Stewart) developed
an unfunded,'no materials, no clerical help program that targeted the
students identified as highlootentjg. A mentor system was used,with
the assistance of the coordinatifq teacher. Mentors were' drawn from
college students, non-practicing teachers, hobbyists and profesional
people.
Significantly,'they psed thetr own staff asinentors also which,
apparently refreshecitthem by the opportUnity to work in unconventional
ways.

Twenty students were selected fori=projPct, however, the

paper aoes not state what percentage of,
hools' population these
students represent. WHile the reasbns were given for only choosing
twenty gtudents (i.e., space, facilities, new program), one cannot help
but wonder how many high,mtential students were not given this unique
opportun4ty for self-development.

Kumtherow, Jean ad Penny George, "MentoringJor Career Women,"
ebruary, 1981, p. 44-45.

Training/HRD,

This arttcle isin four pdfts: advantage's of a mentor, the hazards of
a mentor, the qualities of a mentor and how to find a mentor.
It also
outliaes what a good protege shoula be lipc
This is.a good artAcle in
that it specifically addresses mentoring
r women and discusses some of
the problems women'have in finding a good mentor/protege relationship.

.
Leffingwell, B. Jon.
RedUctiOn, of Test Anxiety in Students Enrolled in
Mathematics. Courses: Practfcal Solutions
Counselors. 1980 Microfilm
EDRS ED 195 881 p.

The primary contethis article is to show(teachers and students
practical *supgestions to help reduce test anxiety in math courses. There
are many sources'tof stress that an adolescent must confront (physiological,'
psychologicatrrand social), 'as he/she makes thetransition-from childhood
to adolescence,

This research shows-that these types of anxieties interfere with
students abilities to achieVe at levels commensurate with the ability in
mathematics. Leffingwell, also gives various suggestions for remedation
of.test anxiety in math students whikh include: Systemic Desensitizationl.

study skill training, psychodrama, bio-feedback, controlled
relaxation,
grdyp counseling. The article points out mays for the teacher to be
awai"e of anxious students - by giving overt and covert behavior examples,
the hardest to'diagnose being apathy.
The concltDon being theme are no universal
remedies to solving problems
of stress, but it is vital that facilitators potsess certain
personality
characteristics of warmth, empathy, and genuineness to help the student
reduce his level of stress.

Lynch. S.

he Mentor Link:. Bridging Education and Employment.
College Placement, Vol. 49, Fall 1980, p. 44-47.

Journal of

Promotes mentoring as a way for young-men and women to deve4op
their
potential.
Encourages women to.develop mentor relationships and
discusses the benefits to be derived-from stch an arrangement.
The,...
author discusses in,detail the establishment, administration
and
evaluation'of an innovative pilot mentor program which matched 58.
women atthe junior grade level in college withorofessional women.
InformatiOn is also given about what to expect
and what not to.expect

from a mentor relatinship:

Marksberry,M.L. Student Questioning: An Instructional Strategy.
.Horizons, Vol. 57v No. 4,'Summer 1979.

'Educational

This article points out the importance of student questioning
in order to
arouse their ihterest and participatidn in self-directed learning
as
well as to increase their perception and their ability
to think and
express ideas. In addition to the need for
student questioning
was the point about teachers' questioning behavior.
According to
this,study only about 20% of their.questions require
students to think,
about. 60% rAuire them to recall facts, and the remaining
20% are
procedyra).
Research indicates ihat.students obserVg the teachee's
behavior as a mo.ciel to dtrect their own.
The conclusion being that
teachers need to improve their questiOn asking.
May, Louise, Clinical Preceptors for New Rurses.

80 ,(10) ctober 1980.

American'Journal of NUrSin

This article points out the need to provide new nurses withia nurse
preceptor. The preceptor is h experienced
nurse model who collegially
shares her knowledge and ideas with the new orientee,
in an effort to
meet the expectations of the unit. The odtcome of this relationghip
was that all orientees, whether experienced or new,nurse'graduates,
- reported decreased anxiety,
open communication, increased confidence
which enhanced the process-of learning ahd adaptation to
the'new environment.

McGinnis(Robert and Long, J. Scott. Mentorg have Consequence,s
and Reap Returns
in Academic Biochemestry. EIAS, April, 1980, 13
pages.

This paper, presented at the annual-meeting of the American
Educational
Research Association, &plores 1).the possible measurable effects of
-rmentors (major professors)
on the-subsequent productivity of the mentor's
students and 2) the benefits to the person who acts as a mentor.

Analysis is based on the population of 66 male biochemists who obtained
their doctorates in 1957, 1958, 1962 and.1963. Productivity of the
sample waPmeasured using counts of both publications,and citations to
them. Chemical- Abstracts was used to locate published articles and
citations to the articles were coded froM Science Citation Index.
Results of testing the first hypothesis failed to support the tiypothesis
of visible mentor effects. The hypothesig should .have read, "for those
who make it.into an environment that is conducive to research, a highly
productive mentor"has a positive effect on the subsequent researph
productivity of former studena." The second'hypothesis was supjoorted
in that the act of producibg new doctorate scientists seems to have a
payoff in the form of increased visibility of the mentor'seresearch
papers.

'- McIntyre, D. John,.et al. ...Verbal behavior of Student Teachers
and CooperatinT
Teachers.
*College Student Journal, Vol. 13, No. 3, Fall 1979.
This study centers on repudiating the theory that a strong relationship
exists'between the teaching behavior of student teachers and cooperating
teachers. The researchers show that the influence on the student
teacher's verbal behavior are nil and further, the majority
of correlations between student teacher.and cooperating teacher were negative.
It
Was stated that little is known about the short term.and long term
influence of the cooperating teacher and student teaher setting
on,the
student teacher. Continued efforts are needed ta
develop instruments
that can effectively meaiure the,effects of the student teacher's
ex-,
perience.
Missirian, Agnes.

The Cbr orate Connection, New Jersey:

1982.

Prentice Hall, Inc:

This book was a result of a study which examined the prevalence and
the pra.cess of m, toring experienced by a select group of women managers.
A
sample was drawn from women'at the top of the organizationar..hierarchy

mmen who re active practicing managers; women who are neither entreprveurs nor hieresses;. women who made their way to the top through the
corporate hierarchy. The general hypothesis -.that
mentoring has been a
significant Oart of the career development of successful female
managers was confirmed.

Neiv, Charles J., EducAnel Autobiographies:

Explorations of 5ffective Impact.
The Teacher Educator, Ball State University, 15, (1),
Summer, 1979.

This article suggests that teacher's can be categorized into inspiring,
.
cOntrolling, and nurturing models of behavior.
The,categories were
developed from autobiographies of teacher trainees.
The outcome highights the power of the classroom teacher, in the affective
dimension
in tile classroom, gnd how effective modeling
can lay down the foundations
for future growth in the trainees in a similar environment.
Ph4,1lips-Jones, Linde.

Mentors and P;oteges, New York:

Arbois House, 1982.,

' -This book looks closelyoat the relationship
between mentors and proteges.
The author examines the formation of a productive mentor/protege
relationship through variousstages til termination of the
relatiofiship.
Also examined in the text are potential problems.in
tionships as well as benefits to both the mentor andMentor-Protege relaprotege.

Purdy, Peg, "The Great Mentor Hunti" G/C/T, Jarivary-Februar,y 1981, O.
19-2P.

This 6-tide descAhes a method of setting up6a mentor program in the
public schools.:

Ms. Purdy degcribes ways to begin a search for mentors,
how to oNanize a system of reference in each school, guidelines to be
set and rules to follow and finally, a hope that a liaison%can be set
up with univergities and businesses.
Roche, Gerard R.
"Much Ado About Mentors," Harvard Business Review, JanuaryFebruary 1979,4). 14-25%,
A study .donducted of executives showing significant dati`toncerning mentor
and ptotege Yelationships. This study shows that almost two-thirds.of
.the executives had two or morelfientors. 'Executtves with mentors tended
.bemore successful at a younger age.. The study, also destriebs key
chatactetistics in the mentor relationships and some future trends.

Ted Runion§, "The Mentor Academy Program: EdUcating the Gifted/Iplented,for
the 80'.s".
Gifted Child Quarterly. Vol. 24, No. 4, all '80. pp. l521.7.
.The aimHof the Mentor Academy . .Program (MAO is 'two:fold since it involves*'t
-mentors as an tntegral:part.in the education of the.gifted/talented
and
-:also trains the latterto become mentbrs. MAP emphasizes that mentoring
i_extends thepotential ot the helping relationhip for actualizing
individual and social needs.
That mentors are gifted/talented futors,
and mentor-1u is the gifted/talented tutoring the gifted/talented,
and
underlines the .importance.ortheir being one of their
own, as well as
society's best .resouiTes for realizing learning potentials. One of.tte
significant differences between tutoring and mentoring is that much-a
Iiitortng.is.compensatory based, with both the tutor and/or the
tutee
having learning difficulty to be resolved. This matching identification
plays .a very important role in the realization of eachlearners'
potential.
Mentoring, on the other hand, creates'matching competency-based interaction with both tutor and t4ee identified as.gifted/talented.

,

The article also lists mentor expectations'for students,
mentor responsibilities to-students, and conditions for effective mentoring, It
concludes with a presentation of thesorganization of the
model of,the
Mentor Academy Ptogram.

Shapiro, Eileen,.C., Flonence.P. Haseltine and Mary P:
Rowe, "Moving Up: Role
Models, Mentors anZi the "Patron System," Sloan Management
Review, Spring,
1978, p. 51-58.
This is a 'good article that focuses on the needs of
women who are trying
:.:to advance professionally.
The authors define role model, mentor pnd the
patron system. They discuss their advantages
and disadvantages and
conclude' with some suggestions for making the process for
women easier.

Warihay, Philomena D., The Climb to the Top:
Is the Network the Route for Women?,
Personal Administrator, April 1980, 55-60.
Warihay states that women who.previously relied almost
exclusively on
men a mentors are now looking to those
women who have made it to the
top for support and role modeling.

A survey questionnaire was mailed to 2,000 managerial
women representing
a cross section of the cduntry with experience ranging from less than
one
year to more than 40 years. More than 25% of the study
groups replied.
Two indications of the report are: 1) As women move from lower to middle
to upper management, the absence of women above them to offer support is
felt more greatly, and"2) Women perceive themselves to be
more supportive
of women below them:in organizations than those
women lower in the hierarchy actually bdlieve them to be. Based on this, a more viable approach
in an environment where women and men are interdependent and work
together
to meet organizational goals is-for women to concentrate
or gaining support based on need for information, advice, assistance and
resources as
opposed to gender.
Williams, Peter, Role-Model Identification and School Achievement:
A Developmental Study.
1980 Microfilm EDRS 15p.
(Sept, 1980), ED 197 270.
Research on role-model identification has demonstrated the powerful
effects that models have on individual behavior.
Csikszentraihshy, (1978)
has suggested that identifications are based upon the ability of the
identifier to produce behavior consistent with the values that
are
presented and encouraged by the role model. Williams (1980) tested
Csikzenti4ihaly's research by extending his work by using fil'st, third,
fifth and ninth grade male and female (106).
The conclusions that Williams
reacted with his investigation did not support the hypothesis
that
adolescents would identify with their academic role models in
correlation
with their level of achievement, but it did seem,to,indfcate
patterns of
identification similar to those by low achievers to identify with peers
and least with teachers. Test used Repetory Test (psychological
structure
that constitutes interpersonal relationships) and Calif. Achitement
Test (CAT) except for the first grade. The results of Willie
research
showed peers as role models begins middle childhood while
the searching
for non-familial adult roles is thought to coincide
with onset ofjormal
operational thinking. Ninth'graderswere not distinguished
from'younger
children by identifying with teachers - his finding did not
support
Csikzentmihaly that academic attainment and teaLher identification
are
related, the subjects Used identified most with
peers, then parents and
least with teachers.

Withey, Virginia, Rosalie Anderson and Michael Lauderdale,
"Volunteers as
Mentors for Abusing Parents: A Natural Helping Relationship,"
Child
Welfare, December 1980, p. 637-644.
This WdS program developed by the National Center
on Child Abuse and
Neglect. The bases of this
program is to develop a behavior change in
the parent. This has been done through
mentoring. The two sets of
recognized needs are: To prevent the isolated,
immature parent from
venting.their rage on their children and to fill the
need for additional
workers in the social service office.
The volunteer reaches, guides,
counsels and constantly models how to problem solve.
This program
identifies three factors necessary for a suitable relationship.
1.
Mentors must have reached the generativity stage of adult
development
2. Mentors should be at least
several years older than their clients
3.
Mentors ghould have the skills to encourage their clients
to like
and trust them.

.
a

The Woodlands Group, "Management Development Roles: Coach, Sponsor, and'Mentor."
Personnel Journal. November 1980, pp. 918-21.
The article discusses the roles of coach, sponsor, and mentor in the
development of young management potential. It explains the nature of
the mentor/protege relationship, the benefits of such,a relatiOnship to
those involved in the organization, as well as the limitations and pitfalls of such a relationship. It also points out the difficulty women in
management experience because of the lack of female role models and the
reluctance of their mdle coupterparts to become involved in an 4ntimate
mentor/protege relationship. The article ancludes with suggestions on.'
how to implement the development of the three roles 'discussed, in a
business organizati-on.
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